2018 KEWANEE DUNES Golf Club
TWO MAN CALCUTTA SCRAMBLE
CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION
2019 Calcutta is set for August 24th & 25th
Play is governed by the Rules of Golf of the United States Golf Association, and where
applicable, by the following local rules, conditions and definitions. Unless otherwise provided,
penalty for breach of rules in stroke play: 2 Strokes.
1. All play is from the blue tees with the exception of females, and seniors, those players
65 or older who will tee from the white tees (both days).
2. All putts must be holed out. No exceptions. Failure to comply will result in
disqualification.
3. Two-man preferred ball format would allow players to place ball within one scorecard
length of the original lie. Players cannot improve lie by moving ball from one type of
surface to another. (Cannot move from rough to fairway, fairway to apron, apron to
green, etc.)
4. Swap scorecards with other team, verify scores verbally with group after each hole.
5. Invoke Rule 3-3 doubts as to procedure if in questionable area.
6. All ground under repair areas are marked with white painted lines GUR.
7. If play is suspended for a dangerous reason, a horn will be sounded. Players will
discontinue play immediately. Players shall mark the position of their balls with tees
and shall not thereafter resume play until ordered a resumption of play.
8. Golf Balls: Balls cannot be changed during the play of a hole. You may switch a ball after
the hole is finished.
9. Out of bounds: Defined by inside edge of white stakes and/or property fence posts at
ground level! REMINDER LEFT SIDE OF ONE & LEFT SIDE OF 9 & BEHIND 8 ON DRIVING
RANGE, holes 10 left, 11 left (behind green beyond cart path), 12 left (all white posts are
out of bounds), 13 left, 14 left, 15 left (right side until last white stake on right), 16 left,
17 left, and 18 left.
10. Water Hazards: Defined by Yellow lines and designated by Red/Yellow stakes. The lines
are in the hazard.
11. Lateral Water hazards: Defined by red lines and designed by red stakes. The lines are in
the hazard. Teams must be sure that ball is in the hazard on #11 instead of out-ofbounds or lost. Hole #10 offers equidistance ruling for opposite side of hazard.

12. Upon completion of play, make sure all scores are correct and the card has been signed
by both players and the scorer. Once the cards are turned in to the scoring table, they
are deemed to have been officially announced.
EVENT RULES & INFO
1. Please stop at scorer’s table when completing holes 9 and/or 18.
2. Skin money will stay within your flight.
3. Tournament flighted after final rounds on Saturday. Handicap holes will be used to
help determine and balance flight positioning after first round. (we will draw handicap
holes once completion of Saturday Rounds)!
4. Saturday and Sunday scores determine flight winners, 1st and 2nd. Ties split money
evenly except Championship Flight. Whereas a playoff will immediately follow, if
necessary. If playoff is needed it will start on #1 sudden death and continue until we
have a winner!
5. Only Sunday scores count toward “Calcutta” winners in each flight.
6. Seven shot improvement rule will be in effect on Sunday for teams in their respective
flights with exception of Championship Flight. Teams may not improve more than
seven shots plus the number of strokes they are behind Saturday’s Flight Leaders.
7. Auction will be held Saturday evening after completion of Round 1. Approx. 8 pm!
8. All “Calcutta” money remains within each flight and will be paid out 1 st, 2nd and 3rd asap
after completion of Sunday rounds. Ties split money evenly. (please give us time to
make sure things are correct, the ladies are working as fast as they can.
9. All teams have a right to purchase at least 50% of the total cost of their team from
before teeing off on Sunday.
10. The Kitchen will be open both days for lunch 11-3 and we will have hot dogs, brats,
burgers and ribeyes out on the grill, with dinner being served 5-8 pm Saturday Night,
we will have a pulled pork style buffet for dinner.
11. We will have a beverage cart out! Please take care of the staff as they are serving you
throughout the day!

12.Play on Sunday will start at 6:30 am! All teams will go off of #1 Tee! You
will not be allowed a cart until you reach #1 Tee! All tee times will be
posted on our website and you can call the clubhouse to get your tee
time!

PLEASE USE THE 90 DEGREE RULE, RAKE ALL BUNKERS, REPLACE
DIVOTS AND BALL MARKS!

